
I have been a rural based volunteer for St John Ambulance WA (SJA) for over 5 years. My 
Dunsborough Sub-centre is supported by a Community Paramedic based in Margaret River but is a 
regular visitor during emergencies, training and or social functions.   
 
I have always been impressed with the professionalism of SJA and how well this model works in WA.  
I am more concerned about the increasing demand on all health services in this state and the 
associated increasing costs of delivery (hospitals, staff, ambulance services etc.).  I have especially 
seen the increasing demand for mental health patients either from drug related and or psychological 
disorders which sometimes impacts on the delivery of service to non-mental health 
presentations……there needs to be a separation of such health care in my opinion.  My partner is 
also a volunteer with SJA and has been in such service for over 10 years.  Anne and I often go out on 
roster together and I always lament that from what I see this who health services system at its current 
level is not sustainable into the future. 
 
My partner and I have travelled to the north west (Wyndham, Kununurra, and Roebourne) to help out 
other SJA Subcentres in school holiday times or when their volunteer numbers drop.  SJA now call 
that  service Voluntourism.  I work in the school system so I can only go in school holiday times.  The 
Subcentre pay for our flights & accommodation (usually in the subcentre) we get the usual 
honorarium payment  (not much but you do not do it for the money) and we find that very interesting, 
meet lots of new people, different health challenges, and the public wherever they are always very 
appreciative of SJA volunteers. 
 
My initial training was very comprehensive and we have to do theory and practical training and 
assessment every second Monday evening.  Training is an area that is constantly being reviewed and 
I think the bar gets lifted every year. 
 
The SJA Annual Concerence is fantastic with great content, break out booths featuring highly targeted 
and related companies and the entertainment is such fun. 
 
I have decided to take the rest of this year off due to increasing pressure from my work  commitments 
and I am also now President of 2 large Clubs in my region with a combine membership of 1,000 
people (I almost feel like asking myself RUOK). 
 
My experiences with SJA have all been positive and I hope to re-engage next year when I turn 67 
years of age. 
 
Thanks for the opportunity to comment…..John McCallum 


